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By DOROTHY THOMPSON

EDITOR’S NOTE: One of
the nation’s outstanding
journalists here speaks her
mind on the Palestine land
act. Miss Thompson’s article
was originally published in
the New York Herald Tribune and has attracted widespread favorable comment.
It is reprinted here by special arrangement with The
Southern Jewish Weekly.
The British government has announced that in the future no more
land in Palestine may be purchased from Arabs by Jews or
anybody else. Therewith it falls
in with Hitler’s blood-and-soil theory. The ownership of land in that
country—which is about the size
of the State of Vermont —is to remain the way it is now in perpetuity. Merely being a member of the
indigenous race constitutes an
eternal claim to the soil, no matter what that indigenous race does
to the soil and no matter whether
the individual owners wish to sell
their lands. They may sell, but
only to other Arabs
Now, this move is made for reasons of international political
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strategy and is otherwise utterly
without logic. The British government knows that the Palestine
Jews will be loyal to Britain under all circumstances. But the Palestine Arabs are questionable.
They are open to agitation by
agents of other governments. The
British government wants to conciliate them, and does so at the
expense of the Palestine Jews, under the argument that Britain is
fighting against racial persecution
and that the most important thing
for the Jews is that Britain should
win the war.
Unfortunately, however, Britain
establishes a policy which not only
makes her noble words seem hollow but which will remain to
plague her in peace. For overcrowded Europe, not only the
Jews, will need colonization projects when this war is over. It has
needed them for years. And it
happens that the Palestine colonization project is the finest example existing of what transplanted
Europeans, animated by faith and
idealism, can do. For Britain to
come out for the theory that a
race anywhere constitutes an eternal static population is simply to
condemn the undeveloped portions
of the earth to eternal stagnation.
On that basis this continent would
belong to the Indians.
But the Jews in Palestine have
not dealt with the Arabs as our
forefathers dealt with the Indians.
They are not “conquering” a continent. Every bit of their land has
been bought from the owners and
paid for at an exorbitant price—not with whisky and colored beads.
The land they bought was swampy,
deforested and eroded. The Arab
lands are still in the same condition. The land of the Jewish cooperative land settlements are colonies whose work is quite incredible.
Walter C. Lowdermilk, Assistant Chief of the Soil Conservation
Service of the United States Department of Agriculture, said in
a recent report on a survey of
land use on three continents, that
agricultural colonization in Palestine by the Jews is the most remarkable devotion to and reclamation of wasted lands that he has
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Standing behind a model of the Jewish Palestine Pavilion, Dr.
Chaim Weizmann (left), President of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, and Grover Whalen, President of the World’s Fair of 1940 in New
York, shake hands after haring signed a contract for renewed participation in the Fair by the Pavilion. The American and Palestine
flags are part of the scene. The ceremony took place in New York
City.

The Jewish Palestine Pavilion
was a popular center at the Fair
last year with an official attendance record of 2,339,700 visitors.
“The Palestine Pavilion at the
World’s Fair of 1940,” said Dr.
Weizmann today, “willbring during the 1940 season renewed evidence of the determination of the
Jewish people to stand among the
builders of the future, and of their
deep conviction that in the- world
of tomorrow Jewish Palestine will
play a significant role.

..

“I am sure that in the eventual
peaceful solution of the many
problems that plague the European nations the moral influence of
the United States will be an important factor. We therefore feel
that the Palestine Pavilion, telling frankly and without embellishment the human story of the
peaceful upbuilding of the Jewish national homeland, has a valuable educational function, namely, to inform the American public of what the Jewish homeland
stands for now and what its aspirations are for the future.”
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recurrent pogroms. It has been
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and backs that had to be trained
to break stones. After centuries
of a social inheritance that made
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ever seen.
with soil, and human labor, sci“The Jews have paid high prices ence and organization applied to
for pestilential swamps,” reports it. And at the same time they are
the disinterested Mr. Lowdermilk, rebuilding their race into hardy
“for sand dunes requiring fixa- individuals who can swing a picktion, for stony hills requiring ter- ax.
racing or the planting of forests.
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terror by planting trees!
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